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STRUCTURE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF Fe-Cr-Ho-C 
ALLOYS WITH AND WITHOUT BORON 

Yen-Lung Chen 

Mate rials and 1'lolecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Labora tory 
and Department of Haterials Science and Engineering, 
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

A study of the structure and mechanical properties of Fe-Cr-Mo-C 

martensitic steels with and without boron addition has been carried out. 

Non-conventional heat treatments have subsequently been desi.gncd to 

improve the mechanical properties of these steels. 

Boron has been known to be a very potent element in incn'.asi.ng the 

hardenability of steel, but its effect on the structure and mecltan:ical 

properties of quenched and tempered martensitic steels has not been 

clear. The present results show that the as-quenched structures of 

both steels consist mainly of dislocated martensite, Tn thehorun-free 

steel, there are more lath boundary retained austenite f:illlls. The 

boron-treated steel shows hi.gher strengths at all tempering temperatures 

but with lower Charpy V-notch impact energies. Both steels show 

tempered martensite embrittlement when tempered at 350°C for 1 lIotlr. 

The pr,operties above 500°C tempering arc signifiC<lIltly d'ifr(~n'Jlt in 

the two steels. While the boron-free steel shows a continuous increase 

:in toughness when tempered above 500°C, the boron-treatt'd sl~l'c~L suffen; 

a second drop in toughness at 600°C tempering. Transmission elcctron 

microscopy studies show that in the 600°C tempered boron-treated steel 
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large, more or less continuous cementite films precipitate at the lath 

boundaries, which ;He probably responsible for the cmbrittlement. The 

differences in mechanical properties at tempering temperatures Above 

500°C are rationalized in terms of the effect of boron-vacancy 

interactions on the recovery and recrystallization behavior of these 

steels. 

Although boron seems to impair room temper.:lture impact toughn,,~ss 

.:It low strength levels, it does not .:lffect this property at high strength 

levels. By simple non-conventional heat treatments of the present 

alloys, martensitic steels may be produced with quite good strength-

toughness properties which are much superior to those of existing 

commercial ultra-high strength steels. Further developI:lcnt of tllC·.sl~ 

heat treatments is possible and better mechanical properti.es may be 

expected. It has also been shown that the as-quenched martensitic 

steels need not be brittle and in fact very good combinations of 

strength and toughness can be obtained with as-quenched martensitic 

steels. 

'" .. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Very small amounts of boron (0.0005i:' min.) markedly incre:Jse the 

hardenability of deoxidized plain carbon and low-alloy steels. For 

instance, an addition of boron in the range of 0.001 to 0.003% to a 

suitably protected base composition is about as effective as <111 audiL:ion 

of 0.6%Mn,. O. nCr, 0.5%Ho or 1.5%NL
l 

During World Har IT titere was 

great interest in using boron as a substitute for other alloy.Lng e I.Cl1ll~nts 

since there was a lieed for conserving some. alloy ing clements moJing to the 

short supply of these elements.
2 

In addition, since the usc of boron 

for hardenability in place of common alloying elements results in 

substantial cost savings there are many instances where alloy steels 

3 
are being replaced by plain carbon boron-treated steels. 

The effectiveness of boron additions on the harc.lcnabi1.i.ty decreases 

as the carbon content of the steel increases and tl10 maximum benefit 

3-6 
from boron additions is achieved with low carbon steels. 'nil' 

mechanism of boron haidenability effeet has been proposed to be dUi' to 

the surface adsorption of boron onto the prior austenite gr<1in 

. 7-10 
boundan.es. It is therefore possible that boron contributes to 

the hardenability of boron-treated steels by a reduction of the 

interfacial energy of austenite grain boundaries alld therefore \vould 

retard ferrite nucleation at these sites. The l'ffectivl~lJeSS or boron 

in increasing hardenabil.ity depends, in addition to the amount, on the 

form of boron re tained in .the steel, th is form being influenced by the 

presence of other elements. Boron has a high .nffinily for oxygen and 
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nitrogen. For the boron added to be effective it is necessary that 

either the amount of oxygen and nitrogen in the steel be reduced to 

extremely low levels by the steel making practice or else that they 

be neutralized by combination with strong oxide and nitride forming 

elements such as AI, Ti, and 2r.ll 

The solubility of boron in iron is extremely small, 12 but its 

. 1 d' L' '11 . 1 13-15 n~gnltU(e an meCllanlsm are Stl, controverSla. Some experiments 

suggest an interstitial solution while others show substitutional 

behavior. The low atomic number of boron makes it difficult to study 

its distribution in the microstructure by electron microprobe analysis. 

Direct evidence of boron partition in the microstructure of steels was 

not available until the advent of boron autoradiography. Th:is method 

has the required sensitivity and resolution to determine the boroll 

distribution. l6 ,17 Natural boron cc)ntains 18.3% 1°13 and 81.21.: 111\. 

'1'1 lOB' 1 1 1 . f ! ()] () Ie lsotope las a t lerma neutron capture cross-sect:lon a 'I , 

barns for the reaction lOB(n,a)7Li. The liberated energy of 2.31 MeV 

is divided between the reaction products in inverse ~atio to their 

masses, E /E
L

. = 1.75.
16 

Cellulose acctobutyrate (CAB) was proved to a 1 • 

be sensitive to a particles emitted from thermal neutron reactions with 

1 lOB' .. . () d 1" 16 tiC lSOtopC yet lnscnsLtlve to pan y r<lC:UltLon. The autographic 

method using CAB as the detector was therefore employed for the ::;t:udy 

(jf boron distribution in the microstructures of the steels in the 

prose'nL research. 

Apart from the strong influence on the hardenability of fcrritic 

steels boron has also been known to be beneficial to the hot-working 
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characteristics, creep strength and ductility of creep-resistinl; 

18-20· 
steels. Although the effect of bQron on the hardenability of 

plain carbon and low-alloy steels has been well established and utilized 

in commercial practice, its influence on the structure and mechanical 

properties of martensitic steels is not clear. I t is one of the purpos(~s 

of this research· to study the effect of boron on the microstructure 

and mechanical properties of quenched and ter.lpered martensitic steels. 

To accomplish this, steels of the same base composition \"ith :lnd without 

boron addition are compared. Since hi.gh strength low alloy (IISLA) steels 

are important structural materials, and for adequate hardennbUiLy, 

steels of Fe-lCr-lMo-0.3C base composition have been chosen. 

In a program of fundamental studies on the effects of common 

1 1 
21-27 

a1 oying elements on the structure and properties of stee s a 

systematic approach has been taken to investigate the effects of 

alloying elements on the microstructure and mechanical properties of 

martensitic and bainitic steels in the hope that the results of sueh 

investigations would provide the basis for design of simple, economical 

steels with predetermined set of properties.
2l 

As part of this 

continuing alloy design program, in addition to the investigation of the 

role of boron in influencing the structure and mechanical. propcrt ie:; 

of lIlartensitic steels, attcmpts have been made to obtain imprc.lv(·d 

!nechallical p roper tics th ro ugh ;l]1plica tion of simple, non-COIl w'n ti.clll:11 

thermal treatment alone without resorting to thermo~mechanjc,')l tre.i1trncnt 

to develop economical, superior ultra-high strength steels. Thus this 

thesis is divided int6 two parts: (A) the investigation of boron 



effects on the structure and properties of steels Dnd (B) optimizing 

the mechanical properties (improvement of toughness) by heat treotmcnts. 

'. ~~I 
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II. EXPERU1ENTAL PROCEDURE 

A. Alloy Preparation and Heat Treatment 

l11e two steels were received as hot-rolled plates. The compos i-

tions of the alloys are listed in Table I. PlOS5 and Pl086 alloys were 

prepared and provided by the Climax }iolybdenum Company. l1w alloys wen' 

vacuum melted in 55 lb. heats and carbon deoxidized, using cle<.:trolytic 

iron and £erroalloys for melting materials. The ingots were forged at 

l204°C (2200°P) to 3 inches wide and 1-1/2 inches thick slabs. The 

slabs were then hot rolled to 3/4 inch plates with a reheating tcmpera-

ture of l093°C (2000°F). 10 lbs. of the 3/4 inch plates of each 

composition \.,rere rolled to 1/8 inch sheets, using 1093°C reheating 

temperature. All plates and sheets were flattened by pressing at 

about 1093°C. All pieces were sand-blasted, homogenized under vacuum 

at 1200°C for 24 hours. The l/S inch sheets were decarburized to a 

carbon con tent of 0.15% during the homogenization treatmen t ':ll1d 

dlerefore could not be used for the present study. Tensile specimen 

blanks and Charpybars cut from the 3/4 inch plates were austenitized 

in an argon atmosphere at 1200°C for one hour and then quenched into 

vigorollsly agitated iced water, :lIld transferred lmmccLiately into lic)lLid 

nitrogen for one hour. Tempering was conduc:teu .i.1l cl.osl'ly controlled 

neutral salt baths at 200°, 350 0
, 500°, 600°, ;lnd 700°C resjwC'tivcly 

for one hour '::l11d followed by w:Jter quenching to room t(,l1IpCri1tun~. For 

part ,B, which is concerned with the alloy design, variations in heat 

treatment to ob tain improved mechanical properties were :investfga ted. 

II 
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Four heat treatments were designed and conducted, which are listed 

in Table V. 

B. Hechanical Testing 

]. Tensile Tes ts 

All heat-treated tensile test blanks were machined down to the 

dimensions shown in Fig. lao Flat tensile specimens were tested at 

room temperature in a 5000 Kg capacity Instron Testing Naehine at 

0.1 em/min. cross-head speed. Elongations after fracture were deter-

mined from a se t of inked gage marks scribed with a vernier he igh t 

gage onto each specimen before testing. 

2. Charpy Impac t 'res ts 

1'1 d d Cl VI' 2 8 1 . T:' • 'L" d ' le stan ar larpy -notc 1 speclmens s \Own l,n "l.g •. u were use'. 

All tests were conducted at room temperature (20°C). Testing was 

conducted on a Sonntag Universal Impact Hachine with a 2/+0 ft-lb
f 

,capacity. Light head without weight additions (full capacity 60 ft-lb
f

) 

was used except in the tests on 700 0 e tempered specimens. Heavy head 

(full capacity 240 ft-lb
f

) was used for testing the 700 0 e tempered 

specimens. 

3. Hardness Tests 

ROL:kwell "e" hardness values were obtained fro III previously tested 

Chal~py V-notch specimens in Buell a manner ;IS to avoid til(' portiol! cJose r' 
If 

to the fractured end. For all specimens at least 10 readings wC'n~ 

ob tai.ned and the hardness values reported nrc average values. 
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C. Jominy End-quench '£esling 

Subsized Jomlny end-quench test bars as shown in Fig. 2a were used 

\~' 
since the standard siz~d (1 inch in diameter) bars could not be obtaj.oed. 

Specimens were m~chined from bars ,which were normalized at 900 0 e For 

1 hour. These specimens then were encapsulated in quartz tubes wLth 

10 inch Hg argon back-fill. Specimens were austenitized at S700e or 

l200 0 e for 40 min. and then quenched i11: the Jominy end-quench t(!st 

apparatus (Fig. 2b). Two mutually parallel surfaces were wC't-ground 

on each bar and Rock\vell "e" hardness measurements were conducted :in 

29 
accordance to the specifications of ASTM standards. The non-boron-

treated steel test bars were cut from an alloy prepared in this 

Laboratory. The alloy has the same chemical composition <:1S that of 

PI08S steel except slightly higher carbon concentration (O.27%C), this 

provides an alloy of the same carbon content as PI086 steel and is 

still deSignated as Pl08S steel. The ingot was forged at uoooe to 

5/8 inch plate and homogenized at l200°C in vacuum fat 24 hOlirs. 

D. Nicroscol.?L 

1. Optical Metallography 

Optical microscopic examinations were conducted on the sectioris 

cut from fractured Charpy bars. The optical mct<:11.1ographic speci1l1l'l1s 

were mounted in Koldmount. Specimens were prepared by wet-grinding 

successively on 120, 240, 320, 400 and 600 grit ernerypnpcrs, polishing 

on a one-micron diamond paste wheel luhricnted with kerosene, ;Il\d then 

polishing in a O.OS-micron alumina powder vibrating bath. SpecimE.'lls 

were etched with S% nital solution and then examined with a Carl Zeiss 
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Optical Metallograph. In the case of fine-grained specimens a solution 

prepared from 10 gm picric acid, 4 gm sodium dodecylbenzenc sulfonate 

and 200m1 distilled \vater \vas used to reveul the prior austenite 

grain hotmdaries without over-etching the martensitic TIwtrix. 

2. Transmission Elec tron Micros('~L 

Transmission electron microscopy was conducted ana Siemens 

Elmisko]1 IA'electron microscope operated at 100 kV. Foils for trans

mission electron microscopy were prepared by the window tec.hnique. JO 

About 0.020 inch thick slices were cut from the midsections of fractured 

Charpy impact specimens. Cutt,ing was done on a flood-cooled gr.inding 

machine using additional fixtures. The slices were then chemically 

thinned to about O.OOJ inch in a hydrogen pcroxide-hydroflollric ;lcid 

solution. The temperature of this solution was kept below 30°C during 

the thinning operation. Final thinning was done by llsing the "window" 

technique in a chromic-acetic acid solution (75 gm erO)' 1.f00 m] acetic 

acid, 21 ml distilled \vater). The polishing voltage was from 16 to 

27.5 volts depending upon the individual hent treatments. The polishing 

solution was kept at a temperature between 12 to 16°C. 

3. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

The fracture surfaces of the fractured Charpy impact specim('ns were 

. examined using a Jcolco JS~I-UJ sca.nning electron microscope witli sC'cond-

<lry emission at 25 kV, ;1l1d an 1I~11{ HlOOJ\ SC;)llIling cL('ctrol1 Illicroscope 

wi tli secondary emission at 20 IcV, equipped with 311 EDIIX X-ray ;]l);llyzcr. 

....,1 
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E. Boron Autoradiography 

Although an Auger spectroscopy study was carried out on the fract.ure 

surfaces (fractured in vacuum) no conclusive results were obta:ined since 

all fractures were transgranular and boron segrega tion to the gr,~in 

boundaries could not be studied. Therefore boron autoradiography was 

used to determine the dis tribution of boron in the micros true t lln~. 

Specimens for autoradiography were about 3 x '3 x 0.5 mm in size, 

c.ut from fractured Charpy specimens, mounted in bakelite and polished· 

using standard optical metallographic procedures. Films of cellulose 

acetobutyrate (CAB) 0.075 mm thick were then applied onto the polh;]wd 

specimens with methyl ethyl ketone (MEK). One or two scratches were 

made on the polished surfaces to facilitate the interpretation of t.he 

autoradiographs. The films on the specimens were dried in a desiccator 

and then heated for 16 hours at 140°C. Specimens were then encapsulated 

in polyethylene bags. Additional pieces of CAB fiLms \oJere pJnced over 

the films on the sped.mens to protect them from mechanical dallwge. 

Specimens were positioned in the thermal neutron C01UIlU1 in the TRICA 

9 2 
reactor and exposed to a thermal neutron flux of 4.n x 10 n/em -sec. 

for 4 hours. After irradiation the specimens were sonkedin di.stilled 

• 
!~. G wate'r for at least 30 min. so that the films cotlld he cnsily removed· 

[rom the specimens without damage. The films·werC' then chemically 

f..:!tched for 30-l10 min. image side down in Ion KOIl at)O°C, w;lslted with 

distilled water and mounted dry on microscope slides, covered with 

cover slips, held in position with adhesive tape. The a tracks in tlH' 

films were then examined by using phase can tras!: microscopy. 
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F. X-ray Analysis 

X-ray analyses were cbnducted on ~ll as-quenched specimens in order 

to estimate the amollllt of retained austenite. Specimen slices were cut 

from the fractured Charpy bars .. After metallographic polishing, the 

specimens Here treated with 100 ml H
2

0
2 

+ 4 ml HF solution to remove 

the distorted surface layer. The specimens \-Jerc then scanned in ;) 

Picker x-ray diffractometer with a fixed horizontal specimen sl::lge 

using CuKa radiation. '111e scanning was conducted from 40° to 53° in 

order to be able .to detect the (lll)y, (Oll)a, and (002)y peaks at the 

2& angles of 43.7°, 44.7° and 50.9° respectively. 

G. Dilatometry 

The phase transformation temperatures, 'i.e., the austenite start 

temperature As' austenite finish temperature A
f

, and the martensite 

start temperature H of the alloys were determined by dilatometry using 
s 

a Theta Dilatronic IIIR dilatometer. The 3ustenitizing temrerature used 

was 1200°C. The measured transformation temperatures are listed in 

Table II. 

H. Electron Microprobe Analysis 

I\.. small amount of Ti was present in the boron-treated steel (to 

protect boron from reacting with oxygen or nitrogen). Altholl)',htll!' 

;IJllqUllt of titanium added is very sll\all, it was [cIt (WCl'ssary to check 

the distribution of titanium in the microstructure since it has been 

31 32 
reported ' that titanium can have a second<iry hardening effect if it 

is in solution in the as-quenched state (amount of T1. added is about at 

• 
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Jl'itSl 10 linlL's Llrgcr than Lhat in PJ036 steel). 1':lc'cLriJlll1li('l'"OII)'o\l,' 

analyse's were C<lrricd out on IIlctallo);r:lpllir::llly poli.:;lll'd Sp,·('illlt'Il.'·; wiLli 

The specimens \vcre eX:lTnincu using:1 NAC 40() EIl'd:rol1 I'rob(' ~1i(·I·O;III;ily:'.{:r. 

The results showed that high t.i.l:miulil concc'lltrat i()I1~; Wl're I'rt~:;':1l1. ill 

lIl:ll1Y undissol.veu particll's. Alsn from wcL-clil'mi('itl. :11l:lly!;i:; it hl;\;.; 

[ound that ti tanium ill soLution WitS tess Lh:11l 0 .Il()h;'·~. 

concluded th:tt the amount of tiLlI1ium in s()lut:i.{)11 i:; l'xLn:lIIl'l.v ;';111;111 

:llld its inflm'llce on the IIlcchanic:IL propl'rl it'S (IPOIl ll~llIpVrill)', Wllliid 

be ncgl.i.gi.b ll~. 

I 
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HI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Optical Metallography 

Optical metallography was conducted preceding transmission elpetron 

microscopy study for the as-quenched and tempered specimens. The 

specimens were sectioned from fractured Charpy impact specimens. 

Optical micrographs of as-quenched, 350°, 600°, and 700°C tempered 

specimens are shmvn in Figs. 3-10. It is evident that these steels 

have large prior austenite grain sizes after the 1200°C austenitizing 

treatment. The average grain size of PlOSS steel is about 530 pm and 

h f PIO 86 1 · b 270 Al 1 h' I b d 33 ; 34 t at o· stee. 1S a out ~rn.· tloug 1t las een reporte . 

that boron has a tendency to promote grain coarsening, the grain 

refining effect of Ti (which \Jas added for the protection of boron) was 

strong enough to override this behavior. It was actually found that 

the grain size of P1086 steel is only about one h~ll f of that () f 1'1085 

steel (Figs. 3 and 4). The spread of grain .sizes is large since at 

high austenitizing temperatures austenite grain coarseliing occurs and 

1 · . f d f' . 35 resu ts 1n a mlxture 0 coarse an ·lne gra1ns. 

The as-quenched structure is completely martens.i tic with no other 

decomposed products of austenite present in the microstructure as C;lll 

be seen in Figs. 3 and 4. X-ray d:iffraction of the as-quenched 

specimens showed that no detectable amounts of retajned austenite 

were present ill the microstructure. However, one slwuld interpret 

such 'kind of data \vith great care since the specimens are co:)rse-

grained. In a coarse-grained specimen on a stationary holder ther!' 
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are not enough orientations in position for diffraction. Furthermore, 

the severe deformation of interlath retained austenite will cause li.ne 

broadening which makes the detection of small amounts of austenite. 

difficult. 

Figures 5-10 show the optical micrographs of PlOSS and 1'1086 steol 

tempered at 350°C, 600°C and 700 o e. It is evident that in Pl.086 steE!l 

tempered at 700 0 e "boton constituent,,4,5 formH .1t the grain Dound:lrLes. 

This is characteristic of boron-treated steels. 

B. Transmission Electron MicroHcol~ 

Transmission electron microscopy is essential for microstru.ctllral 

characterization. In order to correlate the mechanical propertJ(·~s with 

the microstructure of the steels careful transmission electron 

microscopy was conducted for all quenched and tempered speCillll!I1S. . In 

order to avoid any ambiguity in the microstructure and mechanical 

properties correlation thin foils were prepared from thin slices cut 

from fractured Charpy impact specim~ns. Cutting wns done under flnod 

cooling to avoid any appreciable heating. These precautions were 

taken so that the structure eX.1mined would be the re'prescntil ti.ve 

structure with which the mechanical properties wen~ correlated. 

1. Structure of As-quenched Martensite 

Substructures in m.1rtensit.ic steels depend upon compositLon, 

espac ially the carbon content and Ms -M
f 

martensi t.Le trllm; forlllnt:ion 

36-38 
temperature range. The subs tructllrc can vn ry from 

mainly di.slocated to heavily t,.,:i.nneu martensIte. The F:I true t\ln~H 0 r 

the majority of structural steels are mixtures of dlRloclltC'u fIlllrt:('I)HICt1 
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and twinned martensite. The terminology of martensite suggested by 

. 39 
Das and Thomas to describe the structure of martensite is adopted 

since the so-c<llled lath martensite can contain transformation t.wins 

also and, the subs true ture of martensite cloes not necessarily reLl te 

to its morphology. Therefore, it is felt more appropriate to describe 

martensite 'in terms of its substructure instead of its morphology. 

The as-quenched structures of Pl08S and Pl086 steels consist 

mainly of dislocated martensite and some auto-tempered carbide part.LcLes. 

Since the M temperatures are high in these steels auto-tempering 
s 

occurred in spite of the severity of quench used. Although transform'l-

tion twins were more frequently observed in 1'1086 steel in genera I the 

amount of transformation twins in the Inartensite laths was quitL' small 

in both steels. Twinned martensite can be observed even in 1m. carhnl1 

steels and is probably formed in the low temperature region of the 

f ' 36 trans:ormatlon range. ThesE! steels t.ere designed not to hav(~ too .low 

o t-I temperature since 1'1 temperature i-s known to have an important 
s s 

effect on the type of martensite (dislocated and twinned martensite) 

formed. Figures 11 and 12 show the dislocated martensite, auto-tempered 

carbide and highly deformed austenite at the mortensite lath boundaries 

in the as-quenched P108S and P1086 steels. The lath 'widths of these 

alloys varied from 0.111 and 2\1. The structures of 1'.1085 and 1'1086 

steels are quitL' similar except for the small d-I ffercnces -in the 

amount -of lath bot!ndary retained oustenite ond the extent of trans-

formation twinning. Although in. x-ray diffraction work no detectahle 

retained austenite was observed in the as-quenched specimens tile 

.' 
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transmission electron microscopy study clearly proved the existence of 

retained austenite films surrounding some of the martensite·laths. 

Figure 11 shows extensive lath boundary retained austenite LUlllS in the 

as-quenched PlOSS steel. One important thin~; to note is thnt when trying 

to identify retained austenite in the presence of auto-tempered 

cementite, as is almost always the· case, care must be taken to distingu}!;h 

the austenite reflection {lll}y from Fe
3

C reflections becauslO' of the 

closeness of d-spacings of some Fe
3

C lattice planes and the {JJ.l} 

austenite planes. To avoid confusion {002}y refJections in tlH.' (11] 

martensite orientations are recollunended for the dark-field imaging of 

lath boundary retained austenite films.
40 

Frequently adjacent, twin-related martensite laths were observed. 

Figure 13 shows such an example. Figure 13a shows a bright-field iniage 

of several dislocated martensite laths. Figures 13b and 13c show ·two 

dark-field images taken from different reflections of th~ martensite. 

laths which are t\vin-related as shown by an analysis of the· dl [[rae tion 

pattern (Figs. l3e and 13[). Figure 13d is a dClrk-fi01d e1.ectron 

micrograph taken of the same area using reflection C (Fig. 13f) which 

is a double diffraction from the twin-related laths. As is clearly 

seen only the boundaries of the twin-related laths reverse contrast. 

1\ close examination reve<lls that i.n this p;)rticular case the doubly 

diffracted beal1ls could have been interpreted i1S cementite refl(~ct:i.ons 

if care had not been taken, particularly in the case where dark-field 

imaging of Figs. 13b and 13c had not heen performed and only IJd was 

done. This could lead to· the conclusion that there is cementite 
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precipitation on the lath boundaries <lnd certainly this is erront'olls 

infornk'ltion. This serves as a good example to illustrate the import:mce 

and l.isefulness of dark-fielcl e:l,ectron microscopy in characterizing ..... 

microstructure. 

2. Structure of Tempered Martensite 

Tempering of martensif~ .is a process which involves heating the 

as-quenched martensite to some elevated temperatures, usually uon(~ to 

obtain better toughness and ductility. In plain carbon <:lnd low-alloy 

steels the various 'stage's .of tempering involve the segregation of carbon 

atoms to lattice defects, precipitation of iron carbides, the decomposi-

tion of retained austenite, precipitation of alloy carbi.des (for ;dloy 

steels) and the recovery and recrystallization of the martensite matrix .. 

These reactions often overlap and proceed on a very fine seale. 'J'hvre 

have been numerous studies on this subject involving transmissi.on 

1 . . I· f·1 41-45 e ectron mlcroscopy uSlng tlln Ol.S. 
• LI6 

Speich and Leslle, and 

47 
Honeycombe gave excellent reviews on this subject. 

a. 200°C Tempered Structure. The structures of the sped.mens 

tempered at 200°C were similar to those of the as-quenehed specimens 

except the carbide density was incre3sed in the 200°C tempered 

specimens. The Hidmanstatten arrays of carbides nrc parallel to {I to}u, 

indicating that these carbides are Fc 3C based upon the habit plalle 

1 . f F C· f .. ,22,23,36,38,48 1'1 . t 1 tl ilnq, YSlS o· 'e 3 1n err:l.tlc rna trlX. . 1(~ ln er .<1 . I 

austenite films were ob~erved in the microstructure as shown in Fig. 14. 

This suggests that the lath boundary retained austenite is thermally 

stable at 200°C so that it persists at this temrieraturc. Probnbly 

, 
<. 

" 
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there was not sufficient thermal energy to induce the transform<ltion 

of this highly deformed retained austenite into aggregates of fl'rrite 

and carbides. 

b. 350°C Tempered Structure. The microstructures of the specimens 

tempered at 350°C were quite different from the microstructures of thE.'. 

as-quenched and 200°C tempered specimens of both steels. Extt~nsive 

cementite precipitation both inside the laths ,md at the lath hound,nies 

was observed. 'Figure 15 shO\.,8 one example of heavy cementite pn:~cip:i.t::l-

tion inside the martensite laths. Widmanstatten c(~mentite precipitation 

occurred in the ladls as noted in the as~quenched and 200°C tempered 

structures. Very small carbide particles (-)0-50 J\ in size) preci pitatc'd 

on the dislocations were also noted. Figtlre 16 illustrates th;lt Fe~3C 

precipitation also occurs at the lath boundaries, and this is tht! nmin 

difference between the 350°C tempered structure, as-quenched, and 

200°C tempered structures. 
49 

Seal and Honeycombe suggest that the 

absence of Fe
3

C precipitation at lath boundaries in the low te.lllpering 

temperature range «400°C) is due to the presence of inter.1.ath 

retained austenite films. They propose that carbides do not form at 

the martensite interfaces at low tempering temperatures because of the 

higher solubility of carbon in austenite. Upon tempering at higher 

temperatures the retained allsteni.te will have transformed <llld the ,. 

carbides begin to form at the lath houndari.es ht'Callse of lli.glwr. carbon 

concentration there. The present observation. confirms this potnt, 

the interlath retained austenite films disappeared and instead clrb ides 

on the lath boundaries were observed. Lath boundary precipitation of 
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FeJC was observed at even lower tempering temperatures in steels of 

similar carbon level.SO,Sl 

c. 500°C Tempered Structure. The microstructures of PlOSS and 

Pl086 steels tempered at SOO°C are similar. The specimens tempered 

at SOO°C also showed the preferential carbide prccipitatibn at the 

lath boundaries as was observed in the 350°C tempered struc.tures 

(Fig. 17). However, the lath bound3ry carbide particles were partially 

spheroiClized at 500°C tempering. At lower tempering temperatures, 

the size of intralath carbide precipitates had little change lip to 

350°C. However, in the SOO°C tempered PlOSS and 1'1086 steels the 

carbide particles inside the laths were coarsened ;]nd some were 

spheroidized (Figs. 17 and 18). 

d. 600°C Tempered Structure. At this tempering temperature the 

microstructure of PlOSS steel is significantly diffeTent from thnt of 

PI086 steel. As sho,vu in Fig. 19 the cementite precipitates within the 

lath were quite large (coarsened). Also the recovery of the dislocnt.lon 

structure is evident. In Figs. 19c and 19d it is found that ~1/~] 

carbide precipitates are also present. Since Fig .. 19b \"';]S t:lken llsing 

superimposed (021) Fe
3

C and (24.0)H
7

C] reflections (spot A in Fig. 19) 

it is difficult to distinguish H
7

C
3 

precipitates from the coarsened 

c(,lI1cnti.te p<1tticJes ·in Figs. 19<1 ;md l<')b. lIowever, i.l is re:J~.;ullidlle 

to assume that the 1'17C] c<1rbide particles an' probably the sm;tJl., tldn 

plntelets in Figs. 19<1 and 19b since they are alloy carbide prccipit;]tc~s 

newly formed. The cementite and ferrite were observed to obey the 

k · . .. l' I' 52 Bagaryats 1 orlentatlon rC .. atl0nsllp, i.e. , 

:' 
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(100)Fe 3C II (011)a 

(010)Fe 3C II (111)a 

(OOl)Fc
3

C II (211)a 

The orientational relationship between M
7
C

3 
carbide and ferrite WAR 

found to be: 

(12.0)N
7
C

3 
II 

[21. 0 ]M
7
C

3 
I I 

(211) 
a 

[Ill ] 
a 

Figure 20 shows the segmented, partially spheroidized lath boundary 

ca,rbide particles in the 600°C tempered Pl08S steel. l1temechanism of 

. .. . 'jJ the Fc3C (or M3C) to M
7
C

3 
transformat~on has been descr~lbed as in 81 tu, 

. 54 as separate nu~1eatlon, and as a mixture of in situ and separate 

1 . 49 
nuc eatlon. However, it is difficult to determine the mechanism of 

M3C to M7C
3 

transformation in the present case since one cannot distin-

quish M3C precipitates from M
7
C

3 
precipitates and determine their 

locations from Fig. 19. 

In PI086 steel tempered at 600°C no ti
7
C

3 
carbides were observed. 

Instead, large, more or less continuous cementite precipitates at the 

lath boundaries were observed. Figure 21 shows these Interlath 

cementite precipitates in bright-field and u:lrk-Fil'IJ electron 

micrographs. In Fig. 21b these lath boundary carbides are reversed 

in contrast. Figure 22 shows a simil'lrstrllcture to that of Fig. 21 

and this is chnracteristic of the 600°C tClTIliered P1086 steel. Frolll 

Figs. 21d and 22d. it is clear that the 13agaryatski orientation reLIt.ioIl:"'" 

ship is obeyed. Recovery of the dislocation structure of PI086 steel 
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is not so ~vident as in the Pl08s steel. The differences in the carbide 

precipitation and coarsening and recovery behavior of 1'1085 and Pl086 

steels will be discussed in conjunction with the difference of these 

steels in the recrystallization behavior i.n the next section. 

e. 700 0 e Tempered Structure. Al though tempering of low alloy 

steels at such a hi~l temperature is of little practical interest 

because of the resulting low ~trengths it is however valuable in 

documenting the microstructure, especially for the boron-treated stet'} 
\ .. 

since (1) there is an interest in adding boron in the creep-resisting 

steels (2) such kin~ of information is rarely available~ In addition, 

phase transformation products which are difficult to identify at lower 

tempering temperatures (such as Ho
2

e precipitates, see reL 50) will 

be identified more ea~ily at higher tempering temperatures.Structtiral 

changes which are not ~asy to recognize at lower tempering temperatures 

will be evident at higher tempering temperatures and this poiilt wi 11 

be exemplified in the present section. Figures 23 and 24 shmv the 70Qoe 

tempered structure of PI08S steel. In Fig. 23 cementite particles were 

coarsened and spheroidized. Note that the ferritic matrix now is 

relatively free of dislocations. Figure 24 shows clearly that in 

P1085 steel ten~ering at lOOoe leads to a great extent of recovery. 

Recrystallization process is shown to proceed to some C'xt.ent ;JIld 

b · 1 1 . 55 su gr[lln coa escence meClanlsm appears to be operat.illg. 

While recovery and recrystallization proecsses were S~) promi.nent 

in the PlOSS steel tempered at 700 0 e recovery was ()bserv(~dhut 
i 

recrystallization was not observed in the 700 6 C tempered P]086 steel. 
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Figure 25 shows large M
23 

(C,B) 6 precipitates in. the 700°C tempered 

Pl086 steel. This type of carbide (N
23

C
6

) waS not ob~erved inPl085 

steel. 111e orientationa1 relationship between th~se M23 (C,B) 6· 

precip:i tates and the ferrite matrix was found to satisfy the KlJrdj UIilOV-

Sachs relation for BCC and FCC crystal lattices. 

The difference in the carbide precipitation and coarsening and 

recovery and recrystallization behavior is probably due to the boron 

atom...;vacancy interactions. ·Because of its atomic size boron might be 

d· . l' . } . 18,56 expecte to strong y lnteract Wltl vacanCles. ·When boron migra Les 

to the lath boundaries it might take pinned vacancies with it. If so, 

this would increase the vacancy concentration adjacent to the lath 

boundaries and thus also the number of nuelei available for precip:itation 

and then promote the coarsening of precipitates. In the matrix boron 

atonls stabilize some vacancies and therefore reLud the recovery .ilnd 

recrystallization processes: Hence the difference in tempering 

response of the Pl085 311d Pl086 steels at tempering temperattJre~~ above 

500°C can be rationalized in terms of boron-vacancy interactions al 

these temperatures. 

c. FractograPbJ_ 

111e fracture surface topography of tile frnctur,ed Chnrpy impact 

Hpecimens was documented by nK'aJ1S of, opt:ic;L1 m:lcrophotogrnphy ;wd 

scanning electron microfractography. The optical m;}(~rOpllbtogr;Jphs 0 f 

the fracture surfaces of the representative as-quenched and tL'mpcrcd 

Chaq'y specimens are shown in Fig. 26. 1 t can be seen from these U.gh l 

fractographs that the percentage of shear area and the size 0 f shear 
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lip depend on the steel and heat treatment, indicating a change in 

-; .. ! 

dominance of different fracture modes. 

The microscopic features of fracture surfaces of the fractured 

Charpy impact specimens \vere thoroughly studied by means of scnnning 

electron microscopy. Figures 27 through 33 show the microfractographs 

of the as-quenched and tempered PlOSS and Pl086 steels. Three modes of 

fracture were observed in these steels: (a) quasi-c.Leavage, (b) tearing, 

and (c) mi~rovoid coalescence fractures. Quasi-cleavage fracture is 

referred to the ill~defined cleavage facets connected by tear ridges 

or shallow dimples. Tearing failure occurs when small regions or liga-

mentsfracture by plastic flow or necking. The microvoid coalescence 

fracture mechanism operates by microvoid initiation, growth, and 

coalition. Internal microvoids are initiated at the interfaces between 

the matrix and heterogeneities or defects, such as precipit~te particles 

and inclusions. The ne\vly created free surfaces can grow under the 

triaxial stresses acting ahead of the crack tip and expand until they 

coalesce. Detailed treatments of various fracture lllC'chanisms can be 

found in references 57-59. 

The fractographic study indicated that in all the specimens 

fracture occurred by the operation of various combinations of the Dl>ove 

mechanisms. The rcrative importance of tJ{csc dl'pellcis on the ~>tl'('l ;IIH1. 

heat treatment. Figure 27 shmvs dimpled and quasi-c1envage ruptures 

Ln the as-quenched PI085 steel. Figllre 28 shows simi.1ar fractun~ 

appearance of the as-quenched PI086 steel. In Figs. 29 and 30 it is 

clearly iUus tra ted that in the 350°C tempered 1)1085 ;1l1d P1086 steels 
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fracture occurred primarily by the quasi-cleavage mechanism. 'fear 

ridges and river patterns are evident. It is to be noted that a signifi-

cant change in fracture mode from mainly dimpled rupture to mostly 

quasi-cleavage fracture occurred ris the tempering temperature increased 

to 350°C. This indicates that an embrittlement occurred upon tempering 

at 350°C. For specimens tempered at 500°C some dimpled ruptures could 

again be observed although quasi-cleavage fracture was the domin;mt 

fracture mode. While at tempering temperatures helow 500°C the fr;H.:turl~ 

morphology of PIOS5 and PI086 steels are quite similar, at tempering 

temperatures above 500°C the fracture appearance of these steels differs 

signi ficantly. Figure 31a shows a continuous increase ·in tile percentage 

of dimpled rupture in the 600°C tempered PlOS5 steel specimens. The 

fracture morphology of these specimens consists of quasi-cleavage and 

dimpled fractures as shown in Fig. 31a. Hm.;rever, in the 600°C tempered 

PI086 steel the fracture surface shows entirely quasi-cleavilge, :luw 

energy fracture. The fractograph of 600°C tempered Pl086 steel ~s 

given in Fig. 31b. For 700°C tempering the microvoid c(Hilescence 

mechanism was observed to be entirely responsible for the fracture of 

Pl085 steel. As shown in Fig. 32 it is quite clear that the microvoids 

\.;rere initiated at the interfaces hetween the m:ltr:ix :1nJ·thc .inclusions. 

These inc.lusions are probably manganese sulfide, aluminum nitride, <Inti 

alUlllinum oxide particles as suggested by x-ray spectroscopic <'lll:llyscs 

of these particles. 
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In Figure 33 it· is shown that the fracture surface of the 700°C 
··U 

tempered Pl086 steel consists of quasi-cleavage fr<1cture and d:imph~d 

rupture. The dimpled fracture occupies about 15 percent of the fracture 

surface. X-ray spectroscopic analyses of the fe'll particles present 

on the fracture surface showed·they were probably manganese sulfide, 

alumillUm oxide, and aluminum nitride. In some particles the presence 

of titanium was also detected. 

D. Boron t\utoradiogrilpl2Y 

Boron autoradiography was conducted to determine the distrihution 

of boron in the alloys. Figures 34-37 show the boron autoradiographs 

of PI08S and Pl086 steels in different heat-treated conditions. 

Figure 34 shows the boron distribution in the ~s-honIDgenizedPl086 st~el. 

Boron segregation at the prior austenite grain boundaries can be 

cle<1rly seeh. No precipitate particles at the prior austenite ~rain 

boundaries were observed. Therefore the segregated boron may be in the 

atomic form and the segregation process probably occurred during the 

slow cooling <lfter' the homogenization treatment of this alloy. Figure 35 

sho~s the difference in boron distribution in the microstructure of 

PI086 steel austenitized at different temperatures. In the PIORG stepl 

quenched from 1200°C (average grain size 270 jim). boron is un i formly 

distributed (Fig. J5b) and no segregation of boron was observl'cI. \vllile 

in the as-quenched specimens, austenitized at 870°C (average grain size 

-30 ~m) boron segregation to the prior austenite grain boundrirics is 

evident (Figs. 35d and J6d). This difference in boron distribuLlon 

affects the hardenahility of 1'1086 steel, as will be seen in the 
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h:Hdenability section of this thesis. Figure 36 shows the auto-

radiographs of PI08S and PI086 steels at a higher magnification to 

show the individual a-tracks more clearly. Figure 37a 'shows that in 

the 600"C tempered PI086 steel (austenitized at 1200°C) boron is still 

uniformly dis tributed throughout. This strengthens the hypo thes is that 

horon-vacancy interactions influence the tempering behavior of tlli.s 

steel, i.e., the recovery and recrystallization behavior. Figlln~ 37b 

shows the distribution of boron in the 700°C tempered 1'1086 stec] \"lli.ch 

was austenitized at 1200°C. High concentration of horon at thl~ prior 

austenite grain boundaries again is observed, however, this may hc' due 

to the small "boron-constituent" particles at the grain boundaries 

(c.r. Fig. 10). It should·he noted also tll<1t the concentrati.on of 

boron withi.n the grains is high compared to that of the as-holllog(~nized 

specimens (Fig. 34). In these alltoradiograplis the large \"hi te spots 

arid marks are artifacts of the chemically processed detector films. 

The finite spread of a-tracks at I:he grain boundaries is due to the 

nature of the emission process of a particles through ;.1 dis lance. I\.s 

can be seen the spatial resolution of this method .is limited by this 

spread of a-tracks and therefore would not be suit.:1ble for the 

. . 

detection of boron segregation at the prior austenite grain houndar:ic's 

in a fine-grained ($ lOU) steel. 

The hardness vs. tempering temperature curves for P108S <lnd ]>1086 
':' 

steels arc plotted in Fig. 38. It is shown that the hardness_property 

of these steels varied in·a similar manner with tempering t£'1l1pcr:lture. 
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\-Ihile the small differences in Rockwell C hardness vnlues at tempering. 

temperatures up to 600°C can be attributed to the small difference in 

carbon content of these alloys the significantly larger dlffen'l1c(;' at 

700°C tempering can be partly due to the differences in recovery and 

recrystallization behavior. Although hardness data can be used for 

predicting flow behavior, it should be noted that h,Jrdness values do not 

necessarily correlate well with tile tensile flow data since the complex 

stress field at the hardness .indentation precludes a simple relnt.Ll1llship 

. lid' . b . . 1 . 60 Wltl tle stress lstrl utlon ln tle tenslon test. 

The room temperature tensile inoperties are given in Tab.les III 

and IV and also shown graphically in Figs. 39 and 40. The values of 

ultimate strength, yield strength, elongation, and reduction in area 

were determined by the conventional methods. The values of the strain-

hardening coefficient, n, and true ·strain at fracture, £f' ,.;ere deter-

mined from the following equations: 

and 

,.;here (: 
u 

e 
u 

A 
a 

n == £. 
u 

In (l+e ) 
u 

true strain at the maximum load 

engineering strain nt the maximum .load 

original cross-sectional area 

Af cross-sectional area at fracture 

p reduction innrca 

I. 
i,... 
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From the above equations it lllay he noted that uniform elongation as 

measured in a tensile test is a mcasure of a material's capaci.ty [or 

·strain hardening, and reduction in area n mensure of true strain at 

fraeture. 

Figure 39 shows the variation of strength of PlOSS and [>1086 steels 

as a function of tempering temperature. The yield strength of 1'1085 

steel remains relatively unchanged up to lOOoe tcmpering temperature 

and followed by a gradual decrease up to 600 0 e tc'lllpering. Ho\.Jcver, Llw 

yield strength of Pl086 steel decreases linearly with tempering 

temperature up to about 400 o e. T~mpering above 600 0 e results in a 

drastic decrease in yield strength. The ultimate tensile strength 
, 

showed a similar variation with tempering temperature. It is c1.carly 

indicated that while there is little difference in strength ill lower ,... 

tempering temperatures (the difference in strength of the as-quenched 

Pl08S and PI086 steels are mainly attributed to the differeIlce' in carbon 

content) there are significant differences at tempering temperatures 

above soooe~ In the SOO-600 oe temperature range the strength ofP1086 

steel showed a "levelling-off", whereas that of PI08S steel contlnllcd 

to decrease at about a constant rate. 

The variations of elongation at fracture (lnd uniform clong:lt.ioll 

with respect to tempering temperature are shown Lll Fi.g. 40. l'IOS() 

steel has a higher total elongation than PI085 stl'l'l at lowc'r tl'lllp.erlng 

tcmperatures « SOOOe). The values of the uni. [arm elongation pf \loth 

steels are quite similar at all tempering temperatures .. The totaL 
, 

elongation and uniform elongation were observed to vary Hill; the 
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temperirig temperature in a similar trend. 

F. Fracture Properties 

Charpy V-notch tests were conducted at room temperature (-20°C) to 

evaluate the impact toughness of the as-quenched and tempered 1'1085 and 

PI086 steels. 111e room temperature Charry impact energy values of 

these steels are given in Tables III and IV and shown graphically in 

Fig. 41. The results shown represent an average of at least two tests 

for each heat trentment. Scatter of Charpy impact energy values was 

small in multiple tests of similarly heat-treated specimens. 

Figure 41 shows the Charpy impact energy values of these steels 

as a function of tempering temperature. Charpy energies decrease 

slightly upon tempering at 200°C and continue to decrease graduaLly to 

a definite miniinulTI at 350°C tempering. This is a common phenomenon 

for many martensitic steels tempered in the temperature range hetween 

250 ° 400°C d' f d d' I' J 61-63 . - an 1S re erre to as tcmpere martenS1l:l~ e[,DLlt t .. emont. 

Upon tempering at higher temperatures PI08s and PI086 steels showed 

quite a different response. After the minimum at 350°C tempering, 

the impact energy of PI085 steel increases rapidly cin tempering at 
I 

higher temperatures as can be clearly seen in Fig. Lil. The toughness 

valucof PI086 steel shmved an increase upon tempering at soooe, 

followed by another minimum at 600°C tefllpcring ;Illd t.hc'n contillued to 

.increase on tempering at higher temperatures. The second mini.mu1l1 Oil 

the Charpy energy curve of 1'1086 steel is the main difference lH.'tween 

Pl08S and PI086 steels in tempering response. This second (->mbri~. tlemen t 

in PI086 steel is not a temper brittleness phenomenon si.nce the [nieture 
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is not intergranular (Fig. 3Ib). The decrease in notch toughness, which 

occurs in some alloy steels when heated in or cooled slowly through 

',. the temperature range between about 375° and 57Soe, is known as temper· 

. 64 6S 
brltthmess.' It occurs when impurities such as Sb, Sn, As, P ·are 

present. These impurities segregate to the grain boundary region 

forming a very thin, about lOA thick, continuous film at the graill 

boundary interface and disturb the interatomic bonding across the 

. . 65 
interface and thus 10\\1er the cohesive. strength of the gra111 boundaries. 

From Tables III and IV it is observed that high toughness values 

tend to correspond .to high E
f 

values. This is consistent wjth the 

. explanation that a tough material has a high capacity for dt:forlllj.ng 

locally in the vicinity of the crack tip, that is, a high C
f 

vallw. 

It is clearly shown in Figs. 39 and 41 that while there is little 

difference in eharpy toughness hetween PlOSS and 1'1086 steels ,1 t ILlgh 

strength levels (tempered <sooOe), there are significant di fferellC\~s 

at lower strength levels (tempered >SOOOe). These will be d:iscUSSl~cl 

in terms of the differences in microstructure in a later sect.lon. 

G. Hardenability 

'Ine hardenability of Pl08S and P1086 stee.1s were determined by 

means of JomlllY end-quench tests. Since standard si7.Q b,lrs could !lot 

•• be obtained from the 3/4-inch plate, slilisizcd bars were used for testing 

(Fi·g. 2a). Figures lf2 and 43 show the hardenability curves of these 

steels. Figure 42 con~ares the hardenability difference between these 

stee1s austenitized at 870°C, and Fig. 43 at 1200°C. It is shown thnt 

at lower austenitizing temperature (870°C) the boron effect 011 
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hardenability is quite evident and at higher austenitizing temperature 

(1200°C) there is little difference in hardenability between thc'se 

steels. It should be noted however, that in the present study the 

follm.Jing factors would reduce the difference between the hardenability 

curves: (a) These alloys have high hardenability; (b) Since the 

subsized test bars were used the cooling rates would be considerably 

faster than in standard one inch diameter specimens. It has beell 

reported that the boron effect on hardenability decreases as Lhe 

1 ] b . 1 . [1 1 ... 3, t+ 11 lanena 1 lty o· t1e lase compO~>ltlon lncreases.owever, sjnce 

the present study W<lS mainly concerned with the boron effect 011 the 

structure and mechanical properties of quenched and tempered martens.il.ic 

steels it was necessary to adjust the chemical compositions of the 

steels in order to obtain adequate hardenability (which would be 

necessary for fracture toughness specimens). 

The little difference in hardenability between these steels 

austenitized at l200°C i.s due to the following: (a) PlOSS steel has a 

larger austenite grain size (ASTM Il-2, compared with ASTN-tfo in the 

PI086 steel), and (b) Austenitizing at such a high temperature reduces 

h d f b .. . . b d . 1 ,15 t e egree 0 oron segregatlonat prlor austenlte graln oun arles 

thus decreasing the efficiency of boron as a hardenability agent. I\s 

seen in Figs. 35 and 36, boron is uniformly distributed in the as-

(llWI1ched structure of the 1200°C austenitized PIOSo steel. This e(fect 

is some times referred to as "boron fade". However, the loss :i 11 

hardcnability can be recovered by (a) holding at a lower temperatllre , 

(in the austenite region) or (b) cooling to room t(~mperature <Jnd 
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·34 7 
. reaustenitizing at a lower temperature. " 111c larger scatter 

observed in Fig. 1-+3 is because a t higher temperatures heavy sC<lling 

occurred on the surfaces of the test bars and thus influcnceu the 

hea t transfer during quenching. The lower hardenahili ty shO\"n in 

Fig. 43 for both steels in spite of their larger gr;:Ji.n sizes [It this 

temperature is probably clue to the heavy scaling which occurred on t.h(~ 

surfaces of the bars during quenching, retarding the air cooling effect. 

There have been m,:my investigations of the effect of microstrvcturl' 

on the mechanical properties of steels. It is one of the purposc!s in 

modern alloy design to examine closely the fine subs truc tur(~s w.ll Leh 

are mainly, if not entirely, responsible for t1H.~ mechani.cal properties 

. 21 
of mater1a1s. Having established the relatiol1s1lips between m.i.(,:ro-

structure and properties one can design optimum mechanical properti.es 

\"ith the desirable mi.crostructures. Therefore, many recent "invest i.gll-

tions have been concerned with the study of structure and l1lecha11 ic;ll .. 

] . 21-27,50,51,66-68 
properties of low-alloy steels and their corre .atLons. . 

Martensitic steels generally consist of dislocated niartensite and 

internally twinned martensite. 111e relative proportion of these lllai.nly 

37 38 
depends on the chemical composition and thus the ~1 temperature. ' 

s 

It has been shown that if M >300°C the structure eonsists m[Jill.l.y of 
s 

d · 1 d . 21 18 .ocate martens1te. Also, it has been reported that ilt the same 

st:rength level the internally twinned martensite lws a 101.Jer fracture 

1 1 1 d · I d . 23,25,51 toug mess t 1an tie 1S ocate martens1te. Therefore, di.slocated 

martensite seems to be desirable ftom the point of view of good 
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toughness. For high strength it is necessary to increase the carbon 

content of low alloy steels. However, if the carbon content is 

increased beyond 0.4% then the problem of transformation twinning is 

encountered since carbon lowers the M temperature- dramatically. Based 
s 

upon these considerations the alloys used in this study were designed 

to have adequate carbon content (nominal 0.3%C) for high strengths and 

the alloy compositions were adjusted to have sufficient hardenability 

and still have high H temperatures. . s 

The M temperatures of Pl08S and Pl086 steels are given in Table II. 
s 

It can be seen that boron addition does not influence the transformation 

temperatures. The small difference in M- temperature is attributed 
s 

to the small difference in carbon content of these steels. As shmvn 

in Figs. 11 and 12 the microstructures of the as-quenched steels consists 

mainly of dislocated martensite, auto-tempered carbides and interlath 

retained austenite. TIle fairly good ductility of these steels in the' 

as-quenched condition is attributed to auto-tempering since these steels 

have relatively high H temperatures. The as-quenched Pl08S and PI086 
s 

steels also have been shown to have high strengths and good toughness. 

The initial reduction in strength upon tempering is associated with 

increased precipitation of carbides. Tempering at 3S0°C resulted in 

extensive Fe
3

C precipitation, decomposition of lath boundary retained 

austenite and interlath carbide precipitation (Figs. lS and 16). 

These interlath carbide particles may act as microcrack initiation 

sites69 under applied stresses and thus lower the fracture toughness 

of the steel. Furthermore, very small carbide particles precipitate 

v 
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at dislocations (Fig. 15) which could produce dislocation locking. 

Therefore, these would result in an increase in iu~act transition 

70 
temperature and cause embrittlement. Embrittlement of martellsitic 

steels at similar tempering temperatures were observed by other 

. .. 50,66,67 f "00° f] 1 lnvestlgators. Ater ~ e tempering some o' the .. ath loundary 

carbide particles were segmented and spheroidized and also bcca~se of 

the 10\17er strengths the impact toughness was not impaired, in fact it 

improved. On tempering above 600 0 e the carbide p:lrticles in 1'1085 

steel continued to spheroidize and strengths continued to decrease, 

with recrystallization occurring, resulting in an increase in impact 

toughness. 111e PI086 steel, however, showed quite a different behavior 

in this tempering temperature range. At 600 0 e tempering PI086 s'teel 

sllOwed another drop in impact toughness. As mentioned earlier this 

drop in toughness is not the so-called "temper brittleness" phenomenon 

since the fracture was entirely transgranular, and tile alloys used were 

high purity experimental steels. Transmission electron microscopy stuely 

revealed that in the GOOoe tempered PI086 specimens large, more or less 

continuous cementite films precip·:i.tated at the lath :houndaries (Figs. 21 

and 22). These lath boundary carbide films can act as crack initiation 

soL tes and cause embrit tlement. Til is intcrlath c;lrbic[(> coarsen i.ng 

phenomenon c;m be rationalized as follows: At 600 0 e temperillg enough 

thermal energy is suppli.ed to enab 1e boron atoms wi th pinned vacanC"i.l's 

to have sufficient mobility and to migrate to the lath boundaries. 

This results in a higher vacancy concentration adjacent to the lath 

boundaries and thus provides more nuclei for carbide precipitati.oll and 
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enhances the carbide coarsening process there. 
50 

Goolsby observed two 

embrittlements in O. 3C-5Ho steels, one at tempering temperatures bet,.,reen 

225° and 300°C, the other at about 600°C tempering. These embrittlements 

were caused also by interlath carbide precipitation. The interlath 

carbides at 225° to 300°C tempering were identified as Fe
3

C. Ho\.,rever, 

the interlath carbide precipitate at 600°C tempering was identified 

50 
as H02C instead of Fe

3
C. In the present study two embrittlements in 

the P1086 steel also occurred at similar tempering temperatures to the 

above (350°C and 600°C). However, the embrittling carbides here are 

Fe
3

C or Fe 3 (C,B) in both cases. 

From Fig. 39 it is clearly seen that Pl086 steel has significantly 

higher strength than that of Pl085 steel after tempering above 500 o e. 

I t is probable that, because of the strong interactions be.t\veen boron 

atoms and vacancies, the vacancy diffusivity was reduced. Thus the 

recovery and recrystallization processes of Pl086 steel may be impeded 

by the retardation of vacancy diffusion, resulting in higher strengths. 

, .. 
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IV. OPTINIZING HEAT TREAn-IENT'S TO OBTAIN 
SUPERIOR HECHANICAL PIWPERTlES 

A great deai of work has been done toward the :illlprov€!ment of. 

ductility and toughness of ultra-high strength steels. The processes 

lIl?ly involve an adjustment of chemical composition, llses of co'nventiol1al 

and non-conventional heat treatment methods, or thermomechanicnl 

treatments. During the course of this study attempts have also been 

made to obtain improved mechanical properties, i. c., high s t rengt h 

coupled with good toughness, in an economical way, that is, through 

the use of simple thermal treatments only. 

Four different heat-treatments were designed and performed as 

lis'ted in Table V. Figure 44a shows the conventional way of lwat 

treatment. 'The austenitizing temperature T used in this study was 

T is the tempering temperature, varying from 200°C 
t 

to 700°C. Figure 44b shows the new experimental heat treating method 

for obtaining improved mechanical properties. The cycle involves 

austenitizing at l200°C for 1 hour, quenching to obtain martensi.te, 

tempering at T
t 

(2DDOC was used) and quenching to room temperature. 

Specimens were then reau~tenitized at B700e for time t (1 hour was used) 

and quenched again to obtain martensite. This method cnmbilws the 

beneficial effects of high austenitizing temperature (more alloying 

elements in solution) with a fine, uniform grain !.;iY,e, obtailH~d by 

rcaustenitizing at 10\1 temperature. The underlying principl0. is tlt:Jt 

by tempering the initi<ll milrtensit:ic structure at low temper:ltllrL'S. 

firie cementite particles are uniformly distributedthrougholltthc' 
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structure. Upon reaustenitizing these fine precipitates act 3S 

nucleation centers for austenite and a fine, uniform austenite grain 

size results. TIle fine precipitate particles subsequently dissolve 

in austenite. 

The mechanical properties of P1085 and Pl086 steels subjected to 

different heat treatments are given in Table V. The improvement of 

the strength-impact toughness property due to grain-refining treatments 

are also shown graphically in Fig. 45. It is clear that the best 

mechanical properties were obtained by using heat treatment No.2 

(Fig. 44b). Figures 46 and 47 .show the optical micrographs of the 

steels, comparing the prior austenite grain sizes as a function of 

different heat treatments. It is observed that heat treatment No. 2 

gives uniform, fine grains as expected (Figs. 46c and 46d). The grain 

sizes of the steels subjected to other heat treatments are larger and 

vary over a large range. Also it is to be noted that in Fig. 45 the 

data of heat treatment No.2 lie on the top edge of the upper band. 

This method can be developed further by varying T and t (Fig. 44b) t . 

and further improvements in mechanical properties are expected. 

Transmission electron microscopy shows that in heat treatment 

Nos. 2-4 the amount of interlath retained austenite increases signifi-

cantly over that of heat treatment No.1. The stabilization of 

austenite by fine prior austenite grain size has been ohserved by other 

.. 71,72 48 I 1 f . 1 1 lnvestlgators. Figure SlOWS an examp e 0 extenslve .atl 

boundary retained austenite films in the steels subjected to these 

heat treatments. The contrast of the austenite films in the bright-

field image (Fig. 48a) is not good. However, in the dark-field image, 
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using an austenite reflection, (Fig. 48b) the lath boundary austenite 

films show up very clearly, showing the necessity for dark-field 

imaging. It is to be not~d, however, that in Pl086 steel the amount 

of retained austenite is also smaller than that in 1'1085 steel. 

Figure 49 shows the macropllotographs of the fracture surfaces of the 

Charpy specimens subjected to heat treatments 1-4. It is cle;uly SCVI1 

that the percentage of shear fracture ana the size of shear. Ii p 

depend upon the steel and heat treatment. Figures 50-53 show tlt,(.' 

microfractographs of the Pl085 and P1086 steels subjected to the same 

heat treatments. Figures 50 ~nd 51 indicate that in the Pl085 and 

Pl086 steels subjected to heat treatment No. 2 the fracture was almost 

completely dimpled rupture. Figures 52 and 53 shO\I/ that in the steels 

subjected to heat treatment No. 3 the predominant fracture mode is 

dimpled rupture. The fracture appearance of these steels <Ifter heat 

treatment No.4 was similar to that of heat treatment No.3. Fi.gures 

54 and 55 compare the fractographs of the specimens subjected tC) hea t 

treatment Nos. 1 and 2. It is clearly shown that by using the experi-

mental grain-refining method the impact touglll1l'sS of ultr:l-ldgh strength 

steels can be improved substantially. 

It is therefore concluded that the l:lrge improvement in toughnvss 

of the steels subjected to heat treatment No.2 "is dlll' to (,,) unirorlll, 

fine grain size, and (b) interlath retained <lustc'nitc fllms. Fine 

grain size is knm.Jn to lower the impact transition temperature, there:.... 

fore toughness is increased. Inter1ath retaiIl(~d austenite. <IS a 

73-75 
ductile <Jnd tough phas<.', C:lfl ~;crvc as crilck b"llliltcr or SloppL'r, . 
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thus increasing the toughness of the steel. A comparison of the strength

impact tou@lness property of these grain-refined alloys with several 

commonly used commercial ultra-high strength steels has been made and 

is shown in Fig. 56. It is very clear that fine-grained PI08S and 

Pl086 steels possess much superior strength-impact toughness properties 

to those of the existing highly alloyed and more complex commercial 

steels. 

~I 
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V. CONCLUSION 
, 

Based on this study of the s~ructure and mechanical properties of 

Fe-Cr"':'~lo-C alloys with and without boron additions tile follO\.Jing 

conclusions are made: 

A. Effects of Boron 

1. Boron increases the hardenability of Fe-lCr-lMo-0.3C alloy at 

low austenitizing temperature (870°C). The hardcnability effect of 

boron decreases at high austenitizingtemperature (l200°C). 

2. Boron has almost no effect on the phase transformation tempera-:-

tures, and the microstructures tempered below 500°C, of tile Fe-Cr-Ho-C 

nlloys studied. 

3. The as~quenched structures of both steels consist nminly of 

dislocated martensite with lath boundary retained ausU~nite and 8001(' 

auto-tempered carbide, particles. In the boron-fn'(~ stl~el there appears 

to be more lath boundary retained aus tenite. 

4. In the specimens austenitized at 1200°C boron is uniformly 

distributed in the microstructure while in the specimens allstenitized 

at 870 0 e boron segregation to the prior austenite grain boundaries is 

evident. 

5. Boron-trea ted steel has a higher tempering resistanc(: than the 

boron-free steel, especinlly at tempering temperatures ahove')OO"C. 

6. Boron-treated steel shows inferior room temperature CI!;lrpy 

V-notch impact toughness than the boron-free steel, espet:ial.Jy ;It 

tempering temperatures above 500°C. 
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7. The drop in toughness at 350°C tempering in both steels is 

attributed to the preferential cementite precipitation at the martensite 

lath boundaries. 

8. In the boron-treated steel, tempering at 600°C leads to the 

.precipitation of large, more or less continuous cementite films at 

lath boundaries. This is probably responsible for the embrittlement 

after 600°C tempering. 

9. At 600°C tempering temperature, recovery of dislocation 

substructures is evident in the boron-free steel while in the boron

treated steel the dislocation density remains high. 

10. After tempering at 700°C, the boron-free steel shows extensive 

recovery and the beginning of recrystallization, while in the boron

treated steel although recovery is observed recrystallization is not 

found. 

11. TIle higher tempering resistance of boron-treated steel at 

tempering temperatures above 500°C is attributed to the less recovered 

dislocation substructure and the absence of recrystallization. 

12. The retardation of recovery and recrystal~ization processes 

in the boron-treated steel is probably due to the pinning effect of 

boron on vacancies which would reduce (the mobility of these vacancies. 

13. Although boron seems to impair room temperature impact 

toughness at low strength levels it does not affect this property at 

high strength levels. 
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B. Optimization of Heat Treatment 

1. Considerably improved strength-impact toughness propertit's call 

be developed in the low alloy steels investigated in the prt'sent study 

by simple, nonconventional heat treatments. Heat treatment No. 2 is 

the bes t to da te and can undoubtedly be further developed. 

2. TIle improved in~act toughness at similar strength level was 

due to (a) fine, uniform grain size, (b) extensive lath boundary 

retained austenite films. TIle low temperature intermediate tc'l11perill)j 

gives uniformly distributed fine carbides \vhich ilct subsequl'ntly a!, 

nucleation centers for austenite upon reallstc~nitizing at 870 0 e, and 

result in fine, uniform grain sizes. The beneficial effect of 

interlath retained austenite film is probably due to its ab.ility, lwj,ng 

a ductile, tough phase, to blunt the crack tips and retard the. crac:k 

propagation. 

3. Superior ultra-high strength steels of similnr strength-impact 

toughness property, to the existing highly alloyed and morecol1lplex 

commercial ultra-high strength steels, can be obtaine.d \vith low-alloy 

steels with and without boron. 

4. It is shown here that the as-quenched steels are nnt 

necessarily brittle and in fact, quite good combinations of strength 

and impact toughness can be obtained with as-quenced martensitic steels. 
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Table 1. Chemical Composition of the Alloys Used (given in Ht.%)*. 

Alloy No. C*>'< Mn Si Cr Ho B Ti Al 
, 

P108S 0.30 0.32 0.10 1.00 1.00 0.029 

P1086 0.32 0.30 0.08 1.00 0.97 0.0016 0.016 0.022 

* This chemical analysis is given by Climax Nolybdenum Company. 
*,,'c 

Carbon analysis: 

Before Homogenization After Homogenization 

P1085 0.28 0.25 

P1086 0.30 0.28 
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Table II. Phase Transformation Temperatures 

----------'---------------.-------,.~--,---

Alloy No. 

PI085 792 

PI086 791 

847 

844 

M 0(; 
s' '----.-.. ----.-----.. ~.---

378 

370 



Table III. Mechanical Properties of PlOSS Alloy Tested at Room Temperature. 

Tempering Ulti:nate o.n Offset E10nga tion* Reduction Strain "True Charpy V-notch 
Temp. , "c Tensile Yield % in Hardening Fracture IQpact Energy 

Strength Strength Area /~ Coeff. Strain Ft-lb
f ksi ksi n E

f 

As-
quenched 233.9 198.6 5.Lf (2. 7) 28.6 0.027 0.337 27.7 

200 224.0 189.0 6.4 (2.8) 41.2 0.028 0.531 24.9 

350 191. 2 171. 7 5.9 (2.5) 38.4 0.025 0.485 13.6 

500 175.2 156.8 6.9 (3.0) 42.0 0.030 0.545 26.9 

600 166.1 147.6 11.4 (4.8) 61.8 0.047 0.962 53.4 I 
i..:1 
0 
I 

700 116.8 98.6 13.6 (6.5) 66.0 0.063 1.079 133.5 

'#', 

Values of perc.entelongation to fracture and percent uniform elongation (in parentheses) are given. 

1-: t* 
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Table IV. Hechanical Properties of P1036 Alloy Tested at Room Temperature 

* Tempering Ultimate 0.2% Offset Elongation Reduction Strain . True Charpy V-not,ch 
Temp., °c Tensile Yield % .in Hardening . Fracture Impact Energy 

Strength Strength Area % Coeff . Strain Ft-lb
f ksi ksi n € 

f 

As-
quenched 268.0 220.5 5.5 (3.0) 30.2 0:030 0.360 27.2 

200 229.0 193.6 7.8 (2.9) 46.4 0.029 0.624 18.0 

350 197 .2 174.6 7.1 (2.2) 50.0 0.022 0.693 6.3 

500 184.4 16LI.3 8.2 (3.3) 52.1 0.032 0.736 18.5 

600 181. 8 163.6 9.9 (4.5) 52.2 0.044 0.738 10.0 

700 145.5 131.2 10.9 (5.5) 55.7 0.054 0~8l4 35.0 

* Values of percent elbngation to fracture arid percent uniform elongation (in parentheses) are given~ 

I 
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Table \'. Effect of Heat Treatment on Mechanical ProperCies 

Alloy Heat Cltir:1ate o.n Offset Elongation 
+ 

Reduction Strain True Charpy V-notch 
;--';0. Treatrr:.ent * Tensile Yield % in Hardenin"g Fracture Impact Energy 

Strength Strength Area Coeff. Strain Ft-lb f 
ksi ksi % n f" -f 

1 233.9 198.6 5.4 (2.7) 28.6 0.027 0.337 27.7 

2 246.0 196.2 8.9 (3.0) 59.8 0.030 0.911 42.0 
PI085 

3 239. S" 195.1 8.4 (3;0) 52.0 0.030 0.734 38.5 

4 256.1 202.0 8.8 (3.6) 46.3 0.035 0.622 32.2 

1 268.0 220.5 5.5 (3.0) 30.2 0.030 0.360 27.2 
I 

1 ..... "'1 

2 272.5 220.0 8.2 (2.7) 60.6 0.027 0.931 39.4 r--..; 
I 

PI086 
3 268.0 214.8 7.1 (3.0) 53.6 0.030 O. 768 27.1 

4 267.0 216.5 8.9 (3.6) 54.7 0.035 O. 792 29.5 
;f~ 

1-- 1200°C x 1 Hr, iced water quenched. 
2-- 1200°C x 1 Hr, iced water quenched + 20DoC x 1 Hr tempering + 870 c e x 1 Hr, iced water quenched. 
3-- 870°C x 1 Hr, iced water quenched. 
4-~ 1200°C x 1 Hr, iced water quenched + 870 c e x 1 Hr, iced water quenched. 

+Values of percent elongation to fracture and percent uniforn elongation (in parentheses) are given. 

I· I· 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Dimensions of (a) a flat tensile specimen, and (b) ,1 stancbnl 

Charpy V-notthimpact specimen. 

Fig. 2. (a) Dimensions of the subsized Jominy end-quench spocilllell, 

(b) Jominy end-quench apparatus. 

Fig. 3. Optical micrographs of till' as-quenched structure of 1'1085 

steel. Note the large prior grain size,in (a). 

Fig. 4. Optical micrographs of the as-quenched structure of 1'1086 

steel. Note that the prior austenite grain sizt.:, :is 1:1rge til 

this steel also. 

Fig. 5. Optical micrographs of PI085 steel, quenched alld tc·mpered at 

Fig. 6. Optical micrographs of 1'1086 steel, quenched and t('lIlpc'red at 

Fig. 7. Optical micrographs of steel PLOSS. quenched and tt'l1\pen~dat 

Fig. 8. Optical micrographs of steel PIOS6, qllench(~d and tempered ilt 

Fig, 9. Optical Nicrographs of steel PlOS5, (juenelwd ilnd tl'lII(wred ilt 

Fig. 10. Optical micrographs of steel 1'1086. quenched ;]l1e\ tl'lI1l)('I~ed 
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Fig. 11. Alloy PlOSS, as quenched. Bright field image (a) shows 

dislocated martens:ite with 1:1th bOlll1d;iry relili.lled ausl('nLtl~. 

Dark field image (b) \vas taken using (ZOO)y refIpel ion: lhl' 

lath boundary retained ;IUS tenitl~ rcversc~; conll-;1S l. (c) shows 

the scLcctc_d area dl.ffr;1ction patlern and (d) theilldexed 

pa t tl' rn. 

Fig. 12. A1.loy P1086, <lS quenched. Bright (.L('.ld illl:q.~(' (<1) shows 

dis] neated nnrtensite and lath boundary re UILned nu~; Lell LLc'. 

(b) Dark fi.eld il1lagl~ using ;111 austenite n~LLl'ction; the 

lath boundary retained austenite reversl'S c.ontrast. 

Fig. 13. Alloy PI085, as quenched. (a) showing tlll~ bright field illlagl~ 

of the twi.n-related lllartens.i.to :laths, (b) J;II-k fipld jlll;l)~l' 

of one tHin orientation using reflection II in Fi.g . .I3f, 

(c) r\,1rk field image or the other t\vin orit'nl<ltion using 

reflection B in Fig. 13[, and (d) (brk fi.eld imngc or:t 

doubly diffracted beam C (Fig. 13f), only the' lath boullr\;lril's 

of theset\vin-relatcd laths reverse COlltL1St, (c) and (r) 

showing the selected area diffractioll p;llLerll and ind('xill)', 

of the pattern. 

Fi)' .. IA. Showing 1:lth boundary rL't;line<\ nu~;l:(~Ilit(' uf lite 200°C I ('IIlI)(.'IT(\ 

PlOWS ste(,I. C('lllclltiLe ;l1ld c-c;lri>id(~ p:lrLicll's (':III :Il~;" h(, 

seen .ill the bright f.lcJd illlnge (;1). ll,lrk fit'l d i.Ill:I): Lll)', u!·; ill)', 

lath boundary retail1l'd ,1llstenite, ,IS ShO\.Jll jn (b). 
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Fig. 15. Alloy P108S ,quenched and tempered at 350°C. Show.i llg 

extensive Widmanstatten cement.i te precipitat.ion. Abo nlltQ 

that there ate very srilull carbide particles (-50)\) pre.cipita ted 

on.dis1ocations. 

Fig. 16. Alloy l08S;·q.uenclwd and tempered at 350 0 e. Bright field 

image (a) and dark field image (b) show cementite precipit.1tion 

both ,,,itidn martensite laths and at the lath boundaries. 

Fig. 17. Alloy Pl08S, quenched and t(;~mpered at soooe. (a) l~righL 

field image shows the precipitation of carbides along lath 

botmdaries which reverse contrast in the dark fJe)d image (b). 

Fig. 18. Alloy 1'1086, quenched Clnd tempered at soooe. )~!,ight: field 

image (a) shows coarsened carbides within the martt'llsi tl' laths 

and precipitation 01; carbides at the lath boundaries, which 

reverse contrast in the dark field imag(;\ (b). 

Fig. 19. Alloy PI085, quenched and tempered at 600°C. (a) Bd.ght 

field imag~~ shows coarsened ccr.K'nLit:c~ part.i.c]ps and I'he 

precipitation of M
7

C
3 

cc~rhidl'. (h) D<1rk field .im~II'.c· w;i:lIg 

superLmpoticd (021)10' (' and (2q.0)~1.(' reflyction:.> , :,hows lhc 
c 3 , r7 '3 

reversal of contrast of these carhid(~s. Since the s0per-

Llilposedbeams were used (or imagiof.it W;lS not Jl()sBihlr~ to 

distinguish cementite from Ml-:
3 

carl> ide. 

Fig. 20. Alloy PlOSS, quenched and tempered i:it 600°C. Bright field 

image (n) shO\~ing segmented and parti,llly sphcTo.idized carbide 

particles at the mllrtensite lath boundaries, wIdell reVL'r:.;e 

contrast in the <I:I1:k field i.mage (Il). 
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Fig. 21. Alloy 1'1086, quenched and tempered :]t GOODe:. 

fie] cI image reveals no obvious lath boundary cdrb i .. de 

precipitation, while in the dark field im:l)"L' (Il) llf il 

cC1l1entite reflection large, more or 1(,S8 cont.lnlJPLl.s i:cml'nliLL' 

films at the lath boundaries show up very clearly. 

the sL'lected area diffraction pattern ;md (d) the indexing. 

Fig. 22. 1\lloy P]086, quenched ;llld tempered :It ()O()OC.\lright fLeld 

image (d) .lnd dark field image (b) show :]Iwtilcr eXdmple or 

large, more or less continuous ccnK'ntitc films ;]t Ull' lath 

bow1daries.· 111is is characteristic of this ;]I1,oy. 

Fig. 23. Alloy 1'1085, quenched and tempered at 700°C. Bright field 

image shm,rs coarsened ccmcntite particles \V11 i ell n~Vl~rs(' 

contrast in the dark field image (b) of ~l cClllentite 

reflcction. (c) shows the selec,tccl arc;] diffraction P:Il"tl'l-n 

and (d) the indexed pattern. 

Fig. 24. Alloy PlOSS, quol1ched and tClapered at 700°C. \)ri gill fiel d 

mierogr"phs(a) .and (ll) show the beginning of recryr;l:lllizillion 

process i.n thi.s 's teel. 

Fig. 25. Alloy P108G, quenched ;:md tempered at 700°C. (a) Br i gil t 

field image shows coar:;(' N
23

(C,II)h prcci.pi.L:lto p;lrtic]f~:; 

which rt'VC1>;C c')ntr:j:~t -ill LIlt' d:]]-k [.ivld im:Il'.<' (b) or .:1 

(c) shm,rs the Sl' ]c. I' tcd :.Jrl';.l d i [r ]-:]c t LOll 

pattern alld (d) thl' illdL'xl'd patl.t'rtJ. 
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Fig. 26. Optical macrofractograph of the fractured Charpy impact 

specimens of steels PlOSS and Pl086. Shown from top to 

bottom, left co1unm: as-quenched, 200°C, 350°C, 500°C, 6()()OC, 

and 700 ° C temperc~d P lO?5 steel s pe cimens, r i gh t co 111ll11l : 

P1086 steel specimens. 

Fig. 27. Fractogruphs, (a) and (b). shm.,ring primarily dimp led rupture 

in the as-quenched P108S steel. 

Fig. 2? Fraetographs, (a) ;ll1d (b). showing <1 mixture of dimpled ;md 

quasi-cleavage fractures in the as-quenel}(~d PIO(-;6 stc('.l. 

Fig. 29. Fractographs, (a) and (b), showing quasi-cleavage ['-;Ictllre 

of the 350°C ten~ered 1'1085 steel. 

Fig. 30. Fractographs, (3) and (b), showing quasi-cleavage rracture 

of the 350°C ten~ered 1'1086 steel. 

Fig. 31. (a) Fractograph of 600°C tempered 1']08.5 steel, showing ;1 

mixture of dimpled rupture and quasj-clC;IVi1!"l~ fracture . 

. (b) Fractogrnph of 600 0 e tempered P1086 steel, sltO\ving 

completely quasi~c1eavage fracture. 

Fig. 32. Fractographs, (a) and (b). showing that the microvoid 

. coalescence mechanism \v;ls mainly' respuns i.h Ie for the rr. .. ·1C tu n' 

of 1'1085 steel specimens quenched and Lt'l\Ipl~red til 7()O<lC. 

" 

Fig. 33. Fractographs, (a)' and (b), show.ing;t mixture or dilllp.lc'd 

rupture and quasi-cleavage fract1lres in lite 700°C lC'lIlpet"vd 

P1086 steel. 
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Fig. 34. Boron autoradiographs, (a) and (b) ,of the tls-homogcl1 Lzcd 

PI086 steel. Boron segregation to the prior ilusten:iLc grain 

bOlllHlarics is quite evident. No precipit;ILC' jlnrticles iltthe 

prior austenite grain boundaries were observed. 

Fig. 35. Boron autoradlographs of 1'1085 and 1'1086 sL<'.cls nfU'I- dirfen~llt 

heat Lreatments. (a) 1'1085 steel, as quenched [roll1 

l200°C x 1 Hr. (b) Pl086 steel, as qucl1c:h(~d [rom LWO°C x 1 Hr. 

No segregation of boron was observed. Prior [lllstcriiLl' gr;Lin 

size -270 pm. (c) PlOSS steel, as qlJcnclll~d fr-Ol1l 870°C x I lit.' 

(d) PI086 steel, as quenched from 870°C ;< 1 111-. tjoroll 

segregation to the prior austenite grain boundaries is evident. 

Prior austenite grain size ~30 pm. 

Fig. 36. Boron ;lutorntiiographs, (;1), (b), (c), and (d), curr(,~;p()lldillg 

to (a), (b) ,(c), and Cd) in Fig. JSrcspC'ctively, ('xc<'pL at 

a higher IllClgni[j,catioll to show the (x-tracks llH)rC:~ clc;lrly. 

Fig~ 37. Boron autoradiographs. (a) PI086 steel qll(,l1clwd frolll 

1200°C x 1 Hr, ,ll1d tempered at GO()Oe [or J IIr. No S(;)'.rL'f!,nLiol1 

of boron W<1S observed. (b) PlOS6 steel quenched from 

1200 °c x 1 HT, and tCIllpcred at 700 °c for :I IIr. Sl~grcg;ll iOIl 

of boron tu the prior ilustenite graiil bOlllHLJrjcs \vilS ;lg;lil) 

observed, however, th'is may he dllV to tlt(, ::;\Il;1.11 "hOr()ll

constituent" pnrticlcs at lite gr;J.in b()lllld.'ll~iC's «'.L Fif> to). 

Fig. 38. t~oc:k\VL'll C It;lrdness vs. ll~IIlI)L'r:ing Lelllpl'I';ltlll~C' curVt'S of 

PLOSS and Pl086 steels. 

.:.. 

." 
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Fig. 39. Showing the strength variation of P10S5 and 1'1086 !:;te(ds i1f; 

a function of tempering temperature. 

Fig. 40. Showing the elongation of PlOSS and 1'1086 steels as <1 function 

of temperin~t teniperature. 

Fig. 41. Charpy impact energy vLlri;r,tions wi til tempering tem[le· (:ature. 

Fig. 42. lIardenability curves of PlOSS and PI086 steels.l\ustenLtizing 

temperature of these steels was S700e. 

Pig. 43. Hardcnability curves of 1'1085 and P]086 steels. I\ustenitizing 

temperature of these steels was 1200°C. 

Fig. 44. (a) shows the conventional heat treatment and (b) sllowsan 

experimental heat treating method. 

Fig. /~5. Showing the strength-impact toughness c:h;H;lcterist ic.:~ of t1ll~ 

experimental steels and the effect of. grai,n refinC'I1I(:llt on the 

strength-toughness properties of PI085 and P1086 s L~'(' Ls. 

Fig. 46. Showing prior austenite grain sizes of PlOSS and 1'1086stcel.s 

after different· heat trc;ltments. (;1) P10[3Sstc:e.1, ;Irter hent 

treatment No.1, grain size -I\STM 11-2. (I» I'HHHi !-;u·(·l, after 

heat treatment No.1, grain size .--I\STH 110. (e) PlUgS steel, 

after heat treatment No.2, grain size -AS'l'M 11-7-9. (d) PI086 

'i. steel, afte1" heat treatment No.2, grnin size -'I\STN If 7-9. 

!o'ig. 47. 'Showing prior ;lLIstenite grain size's or l'LOR5 <Ind I'lOH6 sLL!cls 

suhjected to different heat treatments. (a) P10H5 ~;t:l'l:l. 

after heat treatment No.3, grain size -I\STH If 5-7. (h) PJ086 

stce 1, after hl'<l t treatment No.3. )',r;1i n size --i\STM II 5-7. 

(c) P1085 steel, after hent treatment No. fl, grain size 
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~ASTN II 5-7. (d) PI086 steel, after heat treatment No.4, 

grai n size ~ASn! II 5-7. 

Fig. 48. Showing extensive lath boundary retained austenite inPI08S 

steel subjected to heat treatment NO., 2. In bri.gllt Held 

im~ge (a) the retained austenite does not have good contrast, 

however, in the dark field image (b) of an austenite reflection 

the lath boundary retained aus tenite shows up very cl(~arly. 

Fig. 49. Optical macrophotographs of the fractured Charpy impact 

specimens of PI085 and PI086 steels subjected to different 

heat treatments. Shown from top to bottom, left column: 

PI08S steel subjected to heat treatment No.1, No.2, No.3, 

and No.4, ri.ght column: PI086 steel suhjected to hc-at 

treatment No.1, No.2, No.3 and No.4. 

Fig. 50. Fractographs, (a) an~ (b), showing almost completely dimpled 

fracture of Pl085 steel s~bjected to be.'lt treatment No. 2. 

Fig. 51. Fractographs, (a) and (b)~ showing dimpled rupture and some 

quasi-cleavage fracture of Pl086 stl~cl suhjected L:o heat. 

treatment No.2. 

Fig. 52. Fractograpbs, (a) and (b), ~ho~inga mixture of din~led and 

qU;1si-cleavage fractures of 1'1085 steel ;)ftcr heat Lrc:ltmenL 

No.3. 

Fig. 53. Fr<1ctographs, (a) and (b), showing a mixture of dimpled and 

quasi-cleavage fractures of PI086 steel ,lftcr heat treatment 

No.3. 
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Fig. 54. Comparing the mechanical properties :.Jnd fracture :.Jppcarnllces 

of P1085 steel subjected to heat treatments No.1 <Illd No.2. 

Fig. 55. Comparing th~ mechanical properties and fracture appe,lrances 

o.f Pl086 steel subjected to heat treatments No. 1 and No.2. 

Fig. 56. Comparison of Charpy impact energy values of the expel~jIl1ental 

steels with, several commercial ultra-high strength stt!cJs 
\ 

(Data of ccinnnerciid. steels arc from R. T. /\ult, C. }1. WaLd, 

and R. B. Bertolo, Tech. Rep. AFNL-TR-71-27, 1971.). 
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.... ________ LEGAL NOTICE---------..... 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. 
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